
section of a tree
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page. This
repetitive, tight
linearity and
regimentation
is further ani-
mated and
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Mukherjee's use
of water, obses-
sively applied in
tiny drops all
along the line.
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the visual
opulence
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massive
work in
the down-
stairs
gallery.
While all
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Roland Seto, Fingerboredom, 2005, wood, metal, fiberglass, Les am
3' x 18' x 4', at Armory Northwest/965, Pasadena. elements

are used,
only the

brush into the deep smaller images allow the viewer to inti-
forces it to open up mately engage and ponder the dualities

nall, decorative blos- created by Mukherjee's shifts in perspec-
color. This patterning tive or the presence of folded, creased

anslucent acetate picks and emptied visual space. Frankly, these
the color leads to all are so eloquent and diverse, they deserve

gestions. Most have to our focused attention.
oss sections of polished
rdant landmasses seen -Suvan Geer
iirling night sky caught
otograph; strands of Sandeep Mukhedee: New Work closed in
so improbably suggest December at Sister, Los Angeles.
and dyed by hand

,ound mirrors, as well Suvan Geer is a contributing editor to
tyed flags or banners. Artweek
etely beautiful, the
ins are oddly discon-
end, divisive. Ies dif- 'Hands On' at Armory

arings in this abstract-
it-infused invisibility Northwest/965
Id color. It's a task
[aunting by the sheer ou've done it, or

he work's scale. at least wanted to

ot true of the three do it. I do it regu-

he upstairs gallery. larly, when no one

ise of sharply incised is looking. During

r act in concert and so my BFA at the

entered calm. San Francisco Art

ay these smaller works Y Institute I once

biguity behind. While spent an entire day at the San Francisco

an abstracted topo- Museum of Modern Art with the sole

ie, they also tantaliz- intention of doing it to every work in the

lipping their vantage museum--and my success rate was pretty

iptiness can suggest high. It is not so much that I like to

'er and over. The large cause trouble, but I often cannot control

k denseness in Black my urge to break common etiquette and

ccking vacuum in the reach out and touch art. Sometimes I do

ng operation or a deso- it just to see if I can slip one past a muse-

d seen from far above, um guard. Other times, my incredulity

ee darkvolcanoes and a compels me to test the legitimacy of an

d sea. Then again, it artist's claim, such as the time I gently

of the night sky, pulsing kicked Tara Donovan's four-foot cube of

Ilimpsed through a hole toothpicks to test whether or not her

renched wall. In Star statement that it was held together by

.dy red veins that form only friction and gravity was true. It did

.left frame a white not collapse, fueling my suspicions about

Lt might be seen as a the cube's construction. A friend of mine

sky haunted by the once sat on a Robert Morris sculpture

bright stars. From yet after mistaking it for a bench (honest

ioint-looking down mistake). And on more than one occa-

be a harboring cove at sion, I've seen Carl Andre's Plains

agely empty sea. In that momentarily reduced to nothing more

le points are busy send- than expensively tiled floors as less cir-

arms of energy, as if cumspect gallery goers wondered past

ously to the shelter and the markers that delineated floor from

irby landmass and art (ignorance is bliss). Whether deli-

istent pull of the vast ciously surreptitious or by wholehearted
mistake, touching art is generally consid-

4.... tendeAr nar-v ered taboo. Hands On, at Pasadena's

....... :L ........

Armory Northwest annex, openly in'
visitors to cross the do-not-touch bo
ary that separates the viewer and the
viewed.

As the heavy-handed title suggest
this exhibition, which consisted of fi:
Southern California artists, was desil
around work in which the viewer wa
expected to actively participate or-,
least on some level-physically enga
the various installations. Although I
pletely understood that it was not or
expected but also necessary for me-
somebody else, but I happened to bc
only one in the gallery-to interact,
the work on display, at times I was c
fused about what I was supposed to
and I consider myself to be one who
more likely than not will pick at, tot
or crawl around an art object if givei
opportunity. At other times the worn
simply did not generate enough inte
to gain my involvement Artwork ty
ly has a hard enough time maintaini
viewer's eye for more than a few sec
and any work that requires more thm
brief acknowledgment in order to bi
understood makes a demand that is
dom met. It is not my intent to exci
lazy or apathetic viewers (myself sot
times included) but an artist must rc
what he or she is up against and pre
or persuade accordingly.

R. Asher's installation was compi
of a low, painted platform, which w,
covered in sand and accompanied b,
portable stereo that belted out the t

song from the 1980s film Footloose.
Presumably at some time, participai
danced on the platform, gradually v
ing away layers of paint. But the pre
of the sand was very confusing. Wa•,
afterthought added as an abrasive tc
more quickly facilitate the erosion c
paint? Nonetheless, the sand was di:
tracting and for the most part it coy
nearly all of the worn paint so that i
almost impossible to observe any re
of the insmtallation's use. Asher's Foot
(2005) is also endemic of the overus
puns as titles throughout the exhibi:
Another example is Roland Seto's
Fingerboredom (2005), a scale model
skate park intended for use with ml
tare skateboards known as fingerbo
tried to imagine that this work
held some sort of cultural rele-
vance, that it was somehow an
important simulacrum of the
counter-cultural experience with
a veneer of affinity for the pack-
aged idol, but in the end I decid-
ed it simply is what it is, nothing
more.

As I tried my hand (literally)
at each of the installations, I
tried to recall other hands-on
works that have piqued my inter-
est over the years in order to
find a frame of reference for my
lack of enthusiasm here. I
remembered Chris Burden's The
Other Vietnam Memorial (1991)
which encouraged viewers to

Michael Arcega, El Conquistadork, 2004, manila folders,
manila rope, wood, nylon, glue, fiberglass, foam, epoxy

resin, metal, 120" x 157" x 60", at the Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego.
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turn the giant copper pages of a massive
Rolodex containing millions of
Vietnamese names; the experience was
overwhelming, both physically and emo-
tionally. I thought back to Dread Scott's,
What Is The Proper Way to Display A U.S.
Flag (1989), which included an American
flag laid on the floor and required those
with an answer to his question to walk
across the flag in order to record it in a
ledger. I also recalled Michael
McMillen's Central Meridian, The Garage
(1981) which, though not necessarily
intended to be interactive, over the years
has taken on endless additions of band
stickers, notes, and other bits of
ephemera left by visitors to this full-scale
re-creation of a musty garage at the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art.

The premise for Hands On was not
necessarily a bad one, but the quality of
the work in the exhibition simply did not
meet the tide's challenge. On my way
home, with my fetish for making literal
contact with art frustrated, I stopped by
LACMA and added my own contribu-
tion to McMillen's Garage only to find
that it had been deinstalled. So I settled
for running a finger along David Smith's
Cubi XXIH.

-Tommy Freeman

Hands On closed in December at Armory
Northwest/g65, Pasadena.

Tommy Freeman is a freelance writer
based in Los Angeles.

Michael Arcega at MCA
San Diego

intellectual over-
load occurs while
walking around
Michael Arcega's
exhibition at the
Museum of
Contemporary

Art, San Diego. Arcega, who works with
diverse and often unique media in a tra-
ditional and historical way, constantly
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